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A simpler and smarter 
wireless solution for

your home, 
inside and out

Replay

A simpler and smarter wireless solution for
your home, inside and out

Enjoy wireless convenience
Built with a compact design and a long range WiFi antenna, the cameras can be placed 
virtually anywhere, as long as there is a power outlet nearby.

Set up easily in minutes

No complicated networking required. Just download the free mobile app, follow the in-
app instructions, and complete your setup in a few minutes. Remote access has never 
been easier.

1TB hard drive installed for local storage
Record for up to 50 days with the included 1TB hard drive.

Be notif ied when something happens

Smart mobile alerts keep you informed when motion is detected. Notification schedules 
allow you to set quiet hours when you don’t want to be bothered. 

Replay

Weatherproof

The outdoor cameras are 
designed to withstand 
severe weather conditions.

1TB Hard Drive

Record for up to 50 days
with the included 1TB 
hard drive.

WiFi Setup

Easily connect to your 
home network with the 
free app.

720p HD

View and 
record in 720p
high definition.

HDMI Output

Enjoy crisp HD video 
as it was meant to be 
enjoyed: on your 
beautiful HDTV.

Smart Recording

Smart recording mode 
saves up to 80% of your 
hard drive storage.

Remote Access

Always stay 
connected with the 
ones you love.

Night Vision

View clearly in the dark
with automatic
infrared LEDs.

Smart Alerts

Receive mobile push
alerts when motion is
detected.

Share Device

Share your device 
with your family and 
friends.

Check out our Replay Pro versions - professional camera design with the same wireless convenience.
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